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Abstract 

From the Eastern Gate is the sole work for solo harp by Chinese Canadian composer 

Alexina Louie. The purpose of my research is to provide several perspectives about Alexina 

Louie’s From the Eastern Gate to help future performers understand the work. To help readers 

get an overview of the composer Alexina Louie and the premier harpist Erica Goodman, this 

document will introduce brief biographies of them in Chapter I. Then, the compositional 

background of this work will be discussed in Chapter II. Considering the great Asian influence in 

Louie’s work, performance of the work can be informed by an understanding of the Chinese 

traditional instrument, guqin; forms of Japanese poetry, haiku and waka; a traditional form of 

Chinese literati painting called wenrenhua; and the philosophy of yin and yang in Chapter III. 

Chapters IV and V provide an original analysis of the solo work as well as performance and 

interpretive suggestions based on my research with Erica Goodman and the composer. 
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Introduction 

During my doctoral program, I became increasingly interested in the study and 

appreciation of contemporary composition, especially works that combine elements of multiple 

cultures. I couldn't help but wonder, based on my knowledge of the harp and Chinese musical 

culture, if there were musical works that would allow me to focus on these elements as part of 

my doctoral research. I am very grateful to my supervisor Dr. Gott for introducing the harp solo 

work, From the Eastern Gate, to me after understanding my aspirations. When listening to the 

recording Erica Goodman Plays Canadian Harp Music, I was deeply impressed by the harpist’s 

virtuosic performance and by Alexina Louie’s distinct musical language. As part of my research 

process, I had the opportunity to talk at length with Alexina Louie and to take several virtual 

lessons with the premier harpist Erica Goodman. Through conversations and private lessons, I 

gleaned extensive information about the solo work that shifted my own perspective on the 

interpretation and analysis of this work. 

From the Eastern Gate, commissioned by Erica Goodman, was completed in 1985 and 

revised in 1987 with the financial assistance of the Ontario Arts Council. In 1987, this 

composition won the Micheline Coulombe Saint-Marcoux Composition Award—an accolade 

named after Micheline Coulombe Saint-Marcoux, the female Canadian composer at the center of 

contemporary classical music innovation in Canada and France from the late 1960s through the 

mid-1980s. In the short time after Louie won the award, Erica Goodman performed selected 

movements as a preview of the solo work at a Gala Benefit Evening for The Esprit Orchestra.1 

On April 4th, 1987, at the Jane Mallett Theatre in Toronto, Goodman gave the world premiere of 

 
1 Erica Goodman, “Program Note,” 1985. 
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From the Eastern Gate alongside the world premiere of Eternal Earth, a film produced by the 

National Film Board/ Rhombus Media about the work of Alexina Louie.2 

Considering Goodman’s career as a touring artist, Louie divided the piece into separate 

movements, so that each could be extracted and performed individually, or combined with other 

movements to suit various time constraints or situational parameters. The work contains four 

major movements, separated by three short interludes each referred to as a “haiku” by Louie:  

I. Ceremonial Music 

  Haiku I 

II. On Impermanence 

  Haiku II 

III. Birds at the Mountain Temple 

  Haiku III 

IV. The Mandarins 

In the preface, Louie also notes: “Although it is not necessary, it is desirable that each of 

the larger movements be separated by a Haiku, for example Ceremonial Music, Haiku I, Birds at 

the Mountain Temple, Haiku III, The Mandarins. The three Haiku may be extracted and played 

as a set.”3 

During one of my interviews with Louie, she provided some insight on the influence of 

Asian culture in her work, which includes imitation of the guqin, a traditional Chinese 

instrument, through several special harp techniques. She was also influenced by forms of 

Japanese poetry, including waka and haiku. To gain a deeper understanding of the guqin and 

 
2 Goodman, “Program Note.” 

3 Alexina Louie, From the Eastern Gate (Canadian Music Centre, July 1987), preface. 
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waka poetry, I interviewed Weili Lin, the guqin professor at Shaanxi Normal University and Dr. 

Steven Heine, Professor of Religious Studies and History at Florida International University. 

Over the last 20 years, the study of Alexina Louie's music has produced significant 

scholarly literature. Most of the research has centered around Louie’s works for solo piano and 

for orchestra, including Jon Kimura Parker’s DMA thesis,4 Diane Begay’s MM thesis,5 and 

Esther Yu-Hui Chu’s DMA thesis.6 Only one doctoral dissertation mentions the harp solo: Grace 

Bauson’s “The Contribution of Twentieth-Century Canadian Composers to the Solo Pedal Harp 

Repertoire, with Analysis of Selected Works.”7 Bauson’s dissertation offers brief biographical 

sketches of both Louie and Goodman, as well as a thorough musical analysis of the harp solo. 

However, other information about the harp solo cannot be found in the available literature. This 

author will provide a new perspective on the compositional process for the harp solo, based upon 

previously unknown changes to the original version of the score. For the harp, Louie’s 

application of Asian elements differs from her works for other instruments and genres. These 

elements will be deeply discussed from the author’s perspective as a harpist, which is also 

informed by interviews with the composer and various scholars. Additionally, this author will 

offer an original musical analysis. It is the author's hope that the performance suggestions will be 

more helpful once the work is understood the context of its compositional background, cultural 

elements, and analysis. 

 
4 Jon Kimura Parker, “The Solo Piano Music of Alexina Louie: A Blend of East and West” (DMA thesis, 

The Juilliard School, 1989). 

5 Diane Begay, “Contemporary Music in Canada: Alexina Louie” (MM thesis, University of Ottawa, 1994). 

6 Esther Yu-Hui Chu, “On the Musical Silk Route: Piano Music of Alexina Louie” (DMA thesis, 

University of Alberta, 1997). 

7 Grace Bauson, “The Contribution of Twentieth-Century Canadian Composers to the Solo Pedal Harp 

Repertoire, With Analysis of Selected Works” (DMA diss., Ball State University, 2012). 
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Chapter I 

The Composer and The Performing Artist 

Alexina Louie 

Alexina Louie, one of Canada’s most highly regarded and frequently performed 

composers, developed her unique musical voice through explorations of Asian arts and 

philosophy.8 Louie was born in Vancouver on July 30, 1949, and she spent her first five years in 

Vancouver’s Chinatown. Although three of her grandparents were born in China and her family 

remained quite traditional, Louie had minimal experience with Asian music. She explained in a 

television program, Beyond the Call (1987): 

The only time I heard oriental music was the same as you would: going into a Chinese 

restaurant to have a nice meal and at Chinese New Year. And the Lion Dance at Chinese 

New Year always sort of brought tears to my eyes, even from when I was a little kid. 

There was something about those firecrackers and the drums and the dancing that was 

very special. But at that time, I didn’t know what it was, and it took a long time to 

discover what that was for myself.9 

 

Louie started to play piano at the age of seven and her piano practice became more and more a 

means to express herself.10 After ten years of piano study, Louie enrolled at the University of 

British Columbia to study music history. During her undergraduate years (1966-1970), Louie’s 

music theory professor Cortland Hultburg strongly encouraged her to pursue graduate studies in 

composition. In 1970, with the support of a Regents’ scholarship, Louie began graduate studies 

with the celebrated American composer Pauline Oliveros at the University of California San 

Diego (UCSD). While at UCSD, Louie’s close friend, composer Peter Salemi, encouraged her to 

 
8 Alexina Louie, “Alexina Louie,” http://www.alexinalouie.ca/ (accessed February 21, 2021). 

9 Diane Begay, “Contemporary Music in Canada: Alexina Louie,” 2. 

10 Ibid. 

http://www.alexinalouie.ca/
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explore her musical heritage through the study of the guqin with master teacher Tsun-Yuen Lui, 

a professor at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA).11 

Louie described her life as a composer after graduate school as “no man’s land” because 

she struggled to find her own compositional voice.12 During this period, Louie taught piano, 

theory and composition at Pasadena City College and Los Angeles City College.13 Louie felt 

compelled to connect more deeply with her Asian heritage and she recognized its potential as the 

basis for her compositional style. Through this exploration she hoped to create a highly personal 

voice that was reflective of not only Asian and Canadian cultures, but also the decade she spent 

studying and working in Southern California. In 1974, Louie began a self-directed study of 

multicultural musical elements as part of her quest to better integrate her heritage into her own 

compositions. This included weekly lessons in guqin, as well as the study of gamelan, ancient 

Japanese music, and other Chinese instruments. 

For Louie, combining musical training from the East and West was not a simple task, due 

to the core differences in harmonic theory, tonality, structure, form, and interpretation. However, 

after a few years and several experimental compositions, Louie began to develop a strong, 

personal compositional voice. Lotus, named after the flowering water lily symbolic in Buddhism, 

was the first commissioned work in which Louie incorporated Asian cultural elements. 

Composed in 1977 and premiered in 1978, the chamber work was written for pre-recorded 

percussion, prepared piano, flute, alto flute, piccolo, cello, and oboe. In the prepared piano part, 

Louie applied screws of specific lengths to the strings of the piano. The prepared piano is meant 

 
11 Begay, “Contemporary Music in Canada: Alexina Louie,” 24. 

12 Ibid, 29. 

13 Ibid, 28. 
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to imitate the sound of gamelan, which is a type of percussion orchestra from Java and Bali, 

Indonesia.14 Lotus was performed in Vancouver, Toronto, and San Diego, and was selected by 

the American Society of University Composers for its National Conference in 1979.15 

Unfortunately, there are no published recordings or scores available. 

After a decade in California, Louie returned to Canada and settled in Toronto in 1980. 

Her compositional style—characterized by a unique blend of East and West—was quickly 

lauded by the Canadian musical community. She received many commissions from organizations 

and musicians including the National Arts Centre Orchestra, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, 

the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), and pianist Jon Kimura Parker. One of her first 

major commissions came from McGill University in Montreal for The Festival of Contemporary 

Music. In response to the premature death of the celebrated Canadian pianist Glenn Gould in 

1982, Louie composed O Magnum Mysterium: In Memoriam Glenn Gould, a work which she 

describes as “cathartic” and “as close to being a piece ripped from my guts as I have ever 

written.”16 In 1986, Louie composed The Ringing Earth which was premiered by the Vancouver 

Symphony Orchestra for the gala opening of Expo 86 in Vancouver. 1986 was also the 

International Year of Canadian Music, in which Louie was named Composer of the Year by the 

Canadian Music Council.  

Louie has won two Juno Awards for Best Classical composition: in 1989 for Songs of 

Paradise, commissioned by Thunder Bay Symphony Orchestra through the assistance of the 

Canada Council; and in 2000 for Shattered Night, Shivering Stars. The latter is based on a text 

 
14 Alexina Louie, third zoom interview by author, August 09, 2021. 

15 Begay, “Contemporary Music in Canada: Alexina Louie,” 31-32. 

16 Alexina Louie, “O Magnum Mysterium,” The Glenn Gould Foundation (December 7, 2020), 

https://www.glenngould.ca/o-magnum-mysterium/ (accessed February 21, 2021). 

https://www.glenngould.ca/o-magnum-mysterium/
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called “Tonight I Can Write,” by Pablo Neruda and was a joint commission by the National Arts 

Centre Orchestra and the CBC.17 In 1999, Louie won the Jules Léger Prize for Nightfall (1997), a 

work for 14 divisi strings, which was commissioned by I Musici de Montreal in celebration of 

the 25th anniversary of the Algoma Festival.18 Other awards and accolades include an honorary 

doctorate from the University of Calgary in 2002; the Order of Canada in 2000; the Order of 

Ontario; a Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal; and the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal.19 

Louie’s works were also warmly received on the international scene. Notable 

performances of her works in Asian countries include the Toronto Symphony Orchestra’s 1990 

Pacific Rim Tour, which included North America, Australia, Singapore, regions of Taiwan, and 

Japan. In 1988, Music for Piano (1982) was performed for the first time in Asia at a Royal 

Conservatory benefit recital in Hong Kong. Later that same year, Music for A Thousand Autumns 

(1983) was played at the World Music Days Festival in Hong Kong, presented by the 

International Society for Contemporary Music and the Asian Composers League. In 1991, the 

Canadian pianist Jon Kimura Parker performed Louie’s Scenes from A Jade Terrace (1988) in 

the opening ceremonies celebrating the new Canadian Embassy in Japan.20 In 2013, Louie’s 

work Bringing the Tiger Down from the Mountain II (2004) for cello and orchestra was 

performed by the National Arts Center Orchestra on their China tour. 

 
17 Alexina Louie, “Shattered Night, Shivering Stars (rev. 2014),” Canadian Music Centre, 

https://cmccanada.org/shop/62038 (accessed February 21, 2021) 

18 Nancy Mcgregor, “Algoma Fall Festival,” The Canadian Encyclopedia (December 16,2013), 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/algoma-fall-festival-emc (accessed February 21, 2021). The 

festival began in 1973, held at Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, originally for three weeks each fall so that between 

performances visitors might enjoy the rich colours of the changing leaves for which northern Ontario is famous. 

19Alexina Louie, “Alexina Louie,” http://www.alexinalouie.ca/. 

20 Begay, “Contemporary Music in Canada: Alexina Louie,” 48.  

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/algoma-fall-festival-emc
http://www.alexinalouie.ca/
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Erica Goodman 

Erica Goodman was born in Toronto, Canada, on January 19, 1948. In our interview, 

Goodman recalled her first experience hearing the harp during a rehearsal of the Toronto 

Symphony Orchestra (TSO) at a young age.21 Her father, Hyman Goodman, served as 

concertmaster of the TSO from 1948-67, and he would often bring his daughter to rehearsals.22 In 

summer 1957, at the age of nine, Erica attended the Interlochen Arts Camp to study harp with 

Charles Kleinsteuber. From 1957-1965, Erica studied with American-Canadian harpist Judy 

Loman, a protégée of Carlos Salzedo, and she continued her studies with Mr. Kleinsteuber 

during the summers at Interlochen. She studied with Marilyn Costello at the Curtis Institute of 

Music from 1967-1969. 

In Canada, Erica Goodman is renowned for her wide range of repertoire and for her 

award-winning recordings. Goodman was awarded the prestigious Mona Bates Award in 1978 

for her exceptional artistry.23 In 1980, her BIS recording Flute and Harp with flutist Robert 

Aitken, was awarded the Grand Prix du Disque—the premier French award for musical 

recordings.24 In 1995, Erica won a prestigious Juno Award for her solo album Erica Goodman 

Plays Canadian Harp Music, which includes From the Eastern Gate by Alexina Louie. 

Goodman has also commissioned and premiered numerous important works for solo harp, 

 
21 Erica Goodman, zoom interview by author, August 27, 2020. 

22 Betty Nygaard King, “Hyman Goodman,” in The Canadian Encyclopedia (December 14,2013), 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/hyman-goodman-emc (accessed February 21, 2021). 

23 Mary Willan Mason, “Mona Bates,” in The Canadian Encyclopedia (December 16,2013), 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/mona-bates-emc (accessed February 21, 2021). Mona Bates 

(October 31, 1889-March 29, 1971), well-known Canadian pianist and teacher. Mona Bates organized the Ten-Piano 

Ensemble to raise funds for the needy. In 1976 several of her pupils set up a scholarship fund in her name at the 

RCMT. The first winners were Erica Goodman and Lawrence Pitchko in 1978. 

24 Erica Goodman, “ERICA GOODMAN, harpist,” https://ericagoodman.tripod.com/ (accessed February 

21, 2021). 

https://www.allmusic.com/artist/goodman-mn0000800518
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/hyman-goodman-emc
https://ericagoodman.tripod.com/
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including Songs of Nymphs by Marjan Mozetich and Variations for Solo Harp by Milton Barnes. 

She has also worked closely with many composers, including Harry Somers, Oskar Morawetz, 

David Occhipinti, Harry Freedman, Lothar Klein, Rodney Sharman, and Chris Paul Harman—

Goodman’s impact on the development of the harp repertoire in Canada cannot be overstated. 
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Chapter II 

From the Eastern Gate: Compositional Background and Context 

Four years prior to composing From the Eastern Gate, Louie produced a chamber work 

Refuge (1981) for accordion, harp, and vibraphone; this was her first attempt at a composition for 

harp. This collaboration opened the door for Louie and Goodman to develop a musical 

relationship; From the Eastern Gate was the eventual, creative outcome of their work together. 

This chapter will first illustrate the commonality of Louie’s compositional characteristics in these 

two works, supported by musical examples. To provide context, the author will briefly discuss 

some of the harp compositions in Canada during the 1970s-1980s, and the influence of Carlos 

Salzedo on these works. Lastly, the compositional process for the harp solo will be discussed in 

detail. Note: Because the composer did not specify measure numbers in the score, the measure 

markings are provided by the author as a reference point for the musical examples. 

 

From Refuge to From the Eastern Gate 

Commissioned by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Refuge was premiered 

by Joseph Marcello (accordion), Beverly Johnston (percussion), and Erica Goodman (harp). For 

this uncommon chamber group, Louie integrated the uniqueness of each instruments’ timbre 

with her distinctive sense of dynamics and timing which brought a new musical language to the 

Canadian musical community. As Louie recalled in one of our interviews, she found the process 

of composing quite challenging: 

[At that time] I had not written a piece for the accordion, which I never studied, or for the 

harp. In that short piece [Refuge], I had to learn about the specific techniques for these 

two unusual instruments […] As you write for the harp, you have to really bear in mind 

the settings – like where the pedals are […] You can imagine a composer wanting to 
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write well has to initially learn how to deal with this. Because I was not given a class, 

ever, as a composition student on how to write for the harp.25 

 

Regardless of Louie’s unfamiliarity with the nuances of harp and accordion, the premiere 

of Refuge was well received.26 Noting Louie’s special compositional voice and skillful writing 

for harp, Goodman felt compelled to commission a work for solo harp.27 As Goodman recalled 

during our interview: 

I felt she really had a calling for the harp, that she’s into her Chinese heritage and there 

are all these koto-esque things we can do [on harp]. That’s Japanese, but […] she’s into 

the culture and their instruments that sound harp-like. […] I just felt that [for] putting 

across her vision, the harp was a splendid vehicle for her to do that, and I felt that she 

could come up with something really interesting. So, she actually expressed a desire to 

write a harp solo, and I thought that was a really great idea, […] so we agreed on the 

commission.28 

 

This led to the creation of From the Eastern Gate, Alexina Louie’s sole work for solo harp. 

Louie's approach to composition is highly collaborative. She observes characteristics of 

performers, then combines them with her personal musical language.29 Refuge was Louie’s first 

opportunity to learn about Goodman’s style. As Louie said: 

Erica is a remarkable harp player, she was very strong, her sense of time is impeccable, 

and her technique was very strong. With each piece of mine that was commissioned by a 

solo performer, I listened to their playing, and I wrote a piece specifically for what I 

perceive as their strength, so that is how the piece came to be.30 

 
25 Alexina Louie, second zoom interview by author, July 21, 2020. 

26 Ibid. 

27 Erica Goodman, zoom interview by author, August 27, 2020. 

28 Ibid. 

29 Louie, second zoom interview. 

30 Ibid. 
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Comparison of notation used in Refuge and in the harp solo yields several interesting 

observations. We see, for example, similar notation used to indicate groups of notes that should 

be played as quickly as possible. Louie notates this with a slash through the stems and beams of 

a group of notes (Ex. 1). 

 

Example 1. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” m. 6, notation of play as quickly as 

possible.31 

 

 
 

Louie also frequently uses the accelerando effect both on a singular, repeated note and in 

groups of notes. In both works, she uses a symbol of one horizontal beam that expands into 

several beams. In addition, she notates ritardando in the opposite way of accelerando (Ex. 2a, 2b 

and 2c). It is worth mentioning that the notation of ritardando is not included in the preface to 

the score. 

 

Example 2a. Extracted harp part from Refuge full score, notation of accelerando on a singular 

note.32 

 

 

 
31 Louie, From the Eastern Gate (Canadian Music Centre, July 1987), 1. 

32 Alexina Louie, Refuge (Canadian Music Centre, July 1981), 1. 
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Example 2b. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” mm. 16-17, notation of accelerando 

on different notes.33 

 
 

Example 2c. From the Eastern Gate, “On Impermanence,” page 10, notation of ritardando.34 

 

 
 

In addition, the use of pitch bending is present in both works (Ex. 3). In one of the 

interviews, Louie explained that she used pitch bending in From the Eastern Gate to imitate a 

common technique in traditional guqin playing.35 

 

Example 3. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” page 13, notation of pitch 

bending.36 

 

 

 
33 Louie, From the Eastern Gate,2. 

34 Ibid, 10. 

35 Louie, second zoom interview. 

36 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 13. 
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Two other consistent examples of Louie’s compositional style are the application of time-

based gestures for measureless passages and the use of mixed rhythm signatures in the measured 

sections with clear tempo indications (Ex. 4 and 5). In Refuge, Louie’s time-based marking 

indicates the approximate minutes of playing, but in From the Eastern Gate, the marking 

primarily indicates the length of a short passage. 

 

Example 4. Refuge, page 5 of full score.37 

 

 
 

Example 5. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” mm. 22-23.38 

 

 
 

 
37 Louie, Refuge, 5. 

38 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 3. 
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During the four gap years between Refuge and From the Eastern Gate, Louie’s 

compositions consisted mainly of orchestral or larger ensemble works, including Music for A 

Thousand Autumns (1983), Songs of Paradise (1984), O Magnum Mysterium: In Memoriam 

Glenn Gould (1984), and Concerto For Piano and Orchestra (1984). There are no harp parts in 

these works. Throughout the 1970s, there were several contemporary works for harp solo 

commissioned and performed in Canada. Two notable examples include Stanza II (1971) for 

harp and tape, by Toru Takemitsu, and The Crown of Ariadne (1979) for harp (also playing 

percussion) and prepared tape by R. Murray Shafer, which was commissioned by American-

Canadian harpist Judy Loman. Due to the close connections between harpists in Toronto, as well 

as the influence of Carlos Salzedo’s innovations on his students, it is possible that some of the 

compositional ideas in these solo works by Schafer and Takemitsu may have influenced Louie’s 

perspective on contemporary harp techniques.39 To assist with the notation of special harp 

techniques, Goodman referred Louie to the Modern Study of the Harp by Carlos Salzedo.40 This 

method book for modern harp techniques, first published in 1921, contained new sound effects 

and notation that Salzedo had devised. 

Carlos Salzedo was the teacher of Judy Loman, Charles Kleinsteuber, and many others. 

He played a critical role in the harp community through the establishment of his pedagogical 

work and compositions. Originally from France, Salzedo emigrated to the United States in 1909 

to play with the Metropolitan Opera in New York City. It was there that he met many influential 

members of the American artistic scene. In 1921, in collaboration with Edgard Varèse, he 

founded the International Composers’ Guild, which was the first American organization 

 
39 Goodman, zoom interview. 

40 Ibid. 
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dedicated to the performance of contemporary music. In addition to his work as a harpist and 

teacher, Salzedo was also an active composer and innovator of new music for the harp. Salzedo’s 

work greatly influenced the understanding and creation of a new sound world for composers of 

the 20th century and beyond. In Refuge, Louie included only one special harp technique created 

by Carlos Salzedo, but many more exist in From the Eastern Gate. Louie integrated many of 

Salzedo’s notations with her own ideas in the harp solo to create a different sound world and 

means of expression in each movement of the work. 

 

From the Eastern Gate: Compositional Process 

It took Louie about six months to finish From the Eastern Gate. While composing the 

work, Louie would write harp pedal diagrams on each page (Fig. 1a and 1b). For Louie, the 

importance of pedal charts is reflected in the following three ways: pitch, road map, and 

logistics. 

 

 
 

Figure 1a. A standard example of a pedal diagram used for the modern pedal harp with 

descriptors for pedal positions and locations. 
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Figure 1b. Louie’s pedal chart style in From the Eastern Gate.41 

 

First, the pedal chart is used to confirm changes in pitch. Louie notes: “When I write for 

harp, if there is a major change, I have the pedals there so I can see where I change if I need a G 

natural instead of G sharp.”42 Second, they help Louie visualize how the harpist physically plays 

the music. She notes: “Of course, as a composer and not as a harpist, you have to physically see 

where the player might be able to change, because I tend not to write tonal music, I write music 

that is between chromatic or something else.”43 Third, the approach of putting pedal charts on 

every page helps Louie retrace her steps in case her compositional direction does not align well 

with the physical logistics of the harp. 

When composing From the Eastern Gate, Louie would first finish a draft and then meet 

with Goodman to work through the material instead of consulting Goodman on certain harp 

techniques first. They often met at Goodman’s home and tested out new passages on the 

instrument. Many of Goodman’s suggestions, in turn, became part of the published version from 

1987 (Ex. 6-9). Louie also made amendments to the published version over the course of her 

collaboration with Goodman (Ex. 10-12). Goodman generously shared her personal draft version 

 
41 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 1. 

42 Louie, second zoom interview. 

43 Ibid. 
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of the harp solo with this author to shed light on the compositional process. This draft version is 

not available as a general publication. 

In the published version, Goodman suggested changing the distribution of notes to reduce 

the difficulty of finger replacement. One representative example is in m. 6 of the last movement, 

“The Mandarins.” The E♭ and D, indicated by the circle in example 6 below, were in the 

opposite place in the draft version. From a pianistic perspective, the distribution of notes found 

in the draft version makes sense, because it allows for rapid repetition on the same key (E♭) in 

the left hand. For harpists, however, the original distribution of notes presents challenges in 

terms of clean finger replacement, unnecessary crossing of the fingers, and varying intervals 

particularly in the right hand. On the harp, when playing at the marked tempo, it is more 

idiomatic to avoid the overlapping of the hands, and thus, Goodman suggested switching these 

two pitches. 

 

Example 6. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarins,” published version, m. 6.44 

 

 
 

In the last line of the final movement, “The Mandarins,” Goodman suggested adding a 

concluding chord after the glissandi for the published version. This powerful, final gesture 

 
44 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 18. 
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provides a clearer ending for the audience and a spectacular punctuation at the conclusion (Ex. 

7).45 

 

Example 7. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarins,” last line.46 

 

 
 

In the draft version of the third movement, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” both hands 

play trills in different registers at the same time under the fermata in m. 9. Goodman suggested 

keeping the upper treble clef trills and using an alternation of the left and right hand. The use of 

two hands makes the trill stronger and enables the performer to better control the dynamic range 

(pp-f-pp) requested by the composer (Ex. 8).47 

 

Example 8. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 9.48 

 

 

 
45 Erica Goodman, third private lesson with author, October 05, 2020. 

46 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 21. 

47 Goodman, private lesson. 

48 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 12. 
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In the draft version of “Ceremonial Music,” at the poco a poco accelerando section, 

Louie originally began the glissando on D♭ rather than C#. Goodman suggested using C# as the 

enharmonic substitute of D♭ as shown in the published version for two reasons: (1) C# was the 

ending note of the previous measure, and (2) one less pedal change could reduce extraneous 

noise caused by moving a pedal (Ex. 9). 

 

Example 9. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” page 6.49 

 

 
 

At the tempo primo section of the published version of “Ceremonial Music,” (Ex. 10) 

Louie added a decrescendo marking at m. 19 and un poco meno mosso at m. 20. This shift in 

dynamics and tempo likely provides some physical relief before moving onto the impending 

accelerando. Additionally, as the harpist moves from un poco meno mosso to accelerando in the 

next line, the change in speed can make the passage more dramatic and set the stage for the 

climax that follows. 

 

 

 
49 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 6. 
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Example 10. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” mm. 19-20.50 

 

 
 

In “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” Louie added an asterisk to the published version for 

the first metal tuning key special effect (see Appendix I) to provide a description of the desired 

sound, which is a rather long glissando effect (Ex. 11).51 This special effect imitates the sound of 

the guqin. 

 

Example 11. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m 17. 

 

  
 

In the published version, at m. 32 of “The Mandarins,” Louie incorporated thunder 

effects that do not appear in the draft version. These thunder effects (see Appendix I) provide a 

more intense conclusion to this section, as well as a strong contrast to the following passage, 

which is more subdued (Ex. 12). 

 

 
50 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 2. 

51 Ibid, 13. 
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Example 12. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarins,” m. 32. 52 

 

   
 

Performers can gain tremendous insight by studying the compositional background and 

compositional process of the composer. To better understand the evolution of this work, we can 

reflect on the compositional process between the composer and the premiere harpist. In the next 

chapter, the author will discuss influences from Louie’s Asian culture and how these elements 

are reflected in From the Eastern Gate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
52 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, 19. 
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Chapter III 

From the Eastern Gate: Asian Cultural Influences 

The development of Louie's style is inextricably linked to the period of her career during 

which she was exploring her Asian heritage. These influences are not merely reflected in a single 

movement of this work but are richly blended in a multi-layered fashion. In From the Eastern 

Gate, the author will discuss four main elements: first, the influence of the guqin—this 

traditional Chinese instrument primarily influenced and inspired Louie’s use of harp special 

effects; second, the influence of Japanese literature, especially concerning the waka and haiku; 

third, Louie’s musical pictures will be examined through Chinese literati painting or wenrenhua 

(文人画) as interpreted by the author; and fourth, the way in which Louie expresses the 

philosophy of yin and yang throughout her music. 

 

The Guqin 

Guqin is an ancient Chinese plucked string instrument for which the earliest 

archaeological record dates to about 2,700 years ago.53 In traditional Chinese culture, the parts of 

an instrument are typically described to correspond with the human body. For example, the body 

of the guqin has a head, neck, shoulders, waist, tail, and feet (Fig. 2). It is generally about 3.5 

feet with a round face and a flat bottom, symbolizing heaven and earth.54 

 

 

 
53 欧兴荣 and 陈苑, ed.“湖北郭家庙惊人发现：出土我国迄今最早琴瑟组合,” 人民网 (May 6, 2016), 

http://culture.people.com.cn/n1/2016/0505/c22219-28326965.html (accessed May 6, 2021). 

54 Weili Lin, zoom interview by author, June 16, 2021.  
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Figure 2. Dimensional sketch of the guqin. 

 

Confucius (551-479 BCE) believed that the cultural cultivation of human beings should 

be fully developed in three areas: poetry, manners, and music. He asserted that the guqin was not 

to be played to entertain the public, but rather to develop a better understanding of oneself and to 

explore the profound relationship between humanity and nature. As a result of his advocacy for 

the guqin and the development of Confucianism, Chinese literati gradually formed the tradition 

that one must learn four arts: qin (guqin, 琴), chess (qi, 棋), calligraphy (shu, 书) and painting 

(hua, 画), and they considered playing the guqin to be the primary of these four arts.55 

Generations of musicians have contributed to the guqin repertoire over its long history. 

Inspired by the philosophical thoughts and religious beliefs of their lifetimes, composers 

included their understanding of the relationship between man and nature, as well as human 

emotions in the repertoire of the guqin. Often, guqin repertoire alludes to human character 

through natural scenes and expresses human emotions through music.56 One example of guqin 

 
55 Lin, zoom interview. 

56 Ibid. 
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repertoire is Melody of Running Water (Liu Shui, 流水), the first half of which depicts a 

mountain stream, and reflects the calm character of a person. The second half depicts the 

turbulent water flowing into the sea, the character of bravery and courage despite hardship. 

Another example is Wild Geese Descending on the Sandbank (Ping Sha Luo Yan, 平沙落雁), 

which draws an analogy between geese mating for life and the value of fidelity in human 

partnerships. 

The special aesthetic of traditional guqin playing is characterized by harmony, elegance, 

and lightness. Guqin music is notated using an abbreviated version of Chinese characters which 

indicate the fingering, playing techniques, and the strings, but which does not confer dynamics, 

rhythm, or tempo. The performance places more emphasis on the creativity of each player, 

granting freedom for people to express their understanding of the music and the individual.57 

Through her private studies with Prof. Lui in Los Angeles, Louie gained an intimate 

perspective on the repertoire, sound, timbre, and techniques of the instrument.58 Louie took 

advantage of the similar characteristics between the plucked-string style of the guqin and the 

harp in From the Eastern Gate. Louie incorporates characteristics of the traditional aesthetic 

style of the guqin, including gentle dynamics, free rhythms, simple melodies, and a meditative 

character. Additionally, she imitates the timbre of the guqin by using three special techniques on 

the harp: harmonics, pitch bending, and metal tuning key effect. These techniques are clearly 

present in several movements, particularly “On Impermanence,” “Haiku II,” “Birds at the 

Mountain Temple,” and “Haiku III.” The senza misura (without measure) sections in these 

movements also exhibit the improvisatory, measureless style of guqin notation. 

 
57 Lin, zoom interview. 

58 Alexina Louie, first zoom interview by author, April 16, 2020. 
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On the harp, harmonics are commonly used to create overtones by lightly touching a 

string while it is being plucked. Louie marks a small circle under the affected pitch, noting that 

harmonics should sound an octave higher than written. In guqin music, harmonics are called fan 

(泛). Fanqi (泛起) is used to mark the beginning of a passage in harmonics, while fanzhi (泛止), 

indicates the end of a passage in harmonics (Fig. 3). If the harmonic passage appears at the 

beginning, it serves as an introduction to set the tone for the music. If the harmonics appear at the 

end, the crystalline and ethereal sound quality is meant as a metaphorical transition for the 

departure of the soul from the world.59 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Guqin notation of harmonic: fan (泛), fanqi (泛起), and fanzhi (泛止). 

 

In the harp solo, we see the influence of guqin aesthetics in Louie's use of harmonics. In 

“Haiku II,” Louie composes the harmonics as an eight-note passage in the first line of the score 

and in “Haiku III,” she uses two tritones in harmonics at m. 1 to indicate a short introduction; in 

the third movement “On Impermanence,” she uses harmonics at the end. In addition, she marks 

the harmonics with p or pp, or adds fermata markings to emphasize the ethereal sound quality of 

the harmonics. 

Pitch bending, called yinnao (吟猱), is a common technique of guqin playing. On the 

guqin, the player should press the right side of a string with the right hand, and then press the left 

side of the string with the left thumb on a certain point. In classical harp composition, pitch bending 

 
59 Lin, zoom interview. 
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is still considered a special effect rather than a common element of composition. To achieve this 

effect, the harpist plucks a string with the right hand while simultaneously bending the same string 

with the left hand in the upper portion of that string between the tuning pegs and the discs. Pitch 

bending in guqin music is considered a microtonal ornamentation, adding more sound color around 

given pitches. This technique is also used to elongate the vibration of the string to create a flowing 

style. 60 To imitate a similar timbre and musical atmosphere, Louie makes ample use of pitch 

bending in the second movement “On Impermanence,” and the third movement “Birds at the 

Mountain Temple.” 

The metal tuning key effect on harp imitates the technique of guqin called feiyin (飞吟), 

which is similar to pitch bending (yinnao, 吟猱). Pitch bending is produced by pressing the left 

thumb on a certain point back and forth, while feiyin is created by sliding the left thumb 

horizontally while pressing the string. Feiyin typically creates a wider range of microtonal 

pitches than pitch bending (yinnao).61 Due to the harp’s structure and the tension of the strings, it 

is not possible to apply the same technique on harp. To achieve a sound resembling feiyin, 

however, Louie creates a tremolo by using the metal tuning key between designated pitches (Ex. 

13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
60 Lin, zoom interview. 

61 Ibid. 
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Example 13. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” metal tuning key effect, 

m. 17. 

 

 
 

Japanese Poetry: Haiku and Waka 

Haiku, one form of short poetry in Japanese culture, is composed of three stanzas of 

seventeen total syllables: five in the first stanza, seven in the second, and five at the end. Haikus 

are normally written about elements of nature, and the meaning of a haiku can be serious and 

meditative, or playful and fun. It is unusual to apply a poetic term to the title of a musical 

movement. In this solo work, Louie borrows the term “haiku,” alluding to the quality of poetic 

brevity in the three musical interludes. The three interludes create space for the performer to 

settle their mood before starting a new movement and to allow the audience time for meditation 

and reflection. During one of our interviews, Louie mentioned that she was inspired by one of 

the Zen poems, Impermanence by Dōgen Zenji.62 She borrows the title of the poem for the name 

of the second movement, “On Impermanence,” and includes an English translation of the poem 

in a haiku form at the opening as well. In the preface to her work, Louie also notes that the 

excerpt from Dōgen’s poem must either be printed in the program or read out loud to the 

audience whenever the movement is performed.63 

 
62 Louie, first zoom interview. 

63 Louie, From the Eastern Gate (Canadian Music Centre, July 1987), preface. 
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Dōgen Zenji (1200-1253) was a Japanese Buddhist priest, writer, poet, philosopher, and 

founder of the School of Zen in Japan. His poetry is mostly waka, a type of Japanese poetry 

consisting of thirty-one total syllables arranged as five lines of five, seven, five, seven, and seven 

syllables, respectively. Waka predates haiku by about 1000 years. The English translation of 

Impermanence printed at the opening of the second main movement appears in haiku form in 

Zen Poem of China and Japan, The Crane’s Bill (1973) by Lucien Stryk.64 In my interview with 

Dr. Steven Heine, he mentioned that this text was likely the only version available in the 1970s-

1980s and that the decision to use haiku form may speak to the cultural popularity of haiku 

poetry in the United States at that time.65 In 1997, Dr. Heine published another English 

translation in his book The Zen Poetry of DOGEN: Verses from the Mountain of Eternal Peace 

(Fig. 4).66 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Impermanence by Dōgen, original version and English translation. 

 
64 Lucien. Stryk, “Japan,” in Zen Poem of China and Japan, The Crane’s Bill (Anchor Book, Anchor Press, 

Garden City, New York,1973), 81. 

65 Steven Heine, zoom interview by author, June 24, 2021. 

66 Steven Heine, “Translations of The Japanese and Chinese Collections,” in The Zen Poetry of DOGEN: 

Verses from the Mountain of Eternal Peace (Boston: Tuttle Publishing, 1997), 63. 
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One of the essential doctrines of Buddhism is the concept of impermanence, meaning that 

everything changes, and nothing lasts forever. From the human body to subjects in nature, 

everything is changing and decaying continuously, just as knowledge or opinions also change 

and evolve with growth and life experiences. Dōgen’s understanding of impermanence began at 

his mother's funeral, and from then on, the doctrine was the fundamental concern of his life and 

thought. As Dr. Steven Heine explains in his book The Zen Poetry of DOGEN: Verses from the 

Mountain of Eternal Peace (1997): 

According to biographical sources, Dōgen's understanding of impermanence was based 

on a childhood feeling of anguish and abandonment because of the death of his parents, 

symbolized by the smoke drifting from the incense at his mother's funeral. Although the 

traditional account may be exaggerated, it is clear that the deep sense of sorrow Dōgen 

experienced lies at the root of his philosophy of the unity of practice and realization. 

Inspired by his grief, Dōgen stresses the need for continuous meditation renewed each 

and every moment right here and now.67 

 

Originating in the 1230s, Impermanence poses a philosophical question to the reader: 

what is the meaning of humanity’s existence in the universe? It is a question frequently 

encountered in the literature of medieval Japan.68 After posing the question, Dōgen uses several 

natural subjects to symbolize impermanence, the first of which is moonlight. The moon shines in 

the darkness around the world, symbolizing that Buddhism is the enlightenment of humanity. 

But where the moonlight shines there are also shadows, and the shadows represent the fact that 

Buddhism does not help everyone. There are still people in the world who are suffering and 

tormented, unaware of the enlightenment offered in Buddhism. The reflection in the dewdrops 

suggests that moonlight manifests itself in nature in many forms, which is another characteristic 

 
67 Steven Heine, “Translations of The Japanese and Chinese Collections,” in The Zen Poetry of DOGEN: 

Verses from the Mountain of Eternal Peace (Boston: Tuttle Publishing, 1997), 7.  

68 Heine, zoom interview. 
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of impermanence.69 The dewdrop is a seasonal symbol signaling the arrival of colder weather or 

autumn. In Buddhism, the dewdrop is considered one of the shortest natural phenomena in the 

world, transforming into different forms in a short period of time, coming and going in a hurry; 

again, in line with the concept of impermanence, that nothing will stay the same forever.70 In 

Buddhism, the crane also symbolizes this concept through its characteristic fleeting nature, 

always alternating between land and sky.71 Through the use of symbolism, Dōgen answers his 

opening question: man cannot stay in the world forever, and thus we all must reflect on our 

relationship with the world. 

To express impermanence musically, Louie frequently varies the length and number of 

notes in each gesture, often directing the player to play the notes as quickly as possible. The 

motive of the third movement is A-E♭-F-A in harmonics followed by two ascending tritones A-

E♭ and B-F in pitch bending. Louie creates different variations of the motive each time she 

presents it. The various dynamic changes, rapid gestures, and variations of this motive all 

indicate that nothing stays in the same shape. Louie also uses a wide palette of special effects, 

such as falling-hail, whistling sound, xyloflux, and Aeolian tremolo (see Appendix I), not only to 

indicate the sound of nature, but also to convey that the same thing can be transformed into 

various shapes and functions. 

 

 

 

 
69 Heine, zoom interview. 

70 Ibid. 

71 Ibid. 
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Chinese Literati Painting or wenrenhua 

Most titles of Louie’s compositions relate to nature, subjects, or descriptive phrases. 

Representative examples include The Eternal Earth (1986), Scenes From A Jade Terrace (1988), 

Shattered Night, Shivering Stars (1997), Bringing The Tiger Down From The Mountain II 

(2004), and A Curious Passerby At Fu’s Funeral (2015). For the harp solo, Louie also uses 

descriptive titles, including the main title of the work, From the Eastern Gate, and the titles of 

the four major movements. 

The author notes a clear analogy between the title poems in Chinese literati paintings and 

Louie’s descriptive titles. In the tradition of literati painting or wenrenhua, the title poem 

expresses both the central theme of the poem and the painting, providing visual and literary 

context for the interpretation of the artwork. The poem is also written inside the painting. 

Through a combination of calligraphy and painting, both elements are cleverly combined to 

reflect each other's rich and colorful development. This style is meant to enhance the formal 

beauty of the work and is an essential part of traditional Chinese painting. 

In China, the literati painting style seeks to capture the central feeling of a poem by 

combining visual and literary techniques There is a famous quote by the Song dynasty poet Su 

Tungpo (1037-1101) about Wang Wei (701-761), the great Tang dynasty poet and painter: 

“There is poetry in his painting and painting in his poetry.”72 Figure 5 represents an example of 

Wang Wei’s painting and my own translation of the poem into English. 

 

 

 
72 Su Tungpo (苏轼), "《书摩诘蓝田烟雨图》,"《东坡题跋》 . 
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Figure 5. Painting by Wang Wei and the English translation of his poem in the painting. 

 

The simplicity of the phrasing conveys a sense of peace and mindfulness. In Louie’s harp 

solo, she combines the descriptive titles with special sound effects to evoke a musical painting 

for the audience, capturing the essence of the title poem. In From the Eastern Gate, the author 

has noted significant examples of Louie's style of musical painting. 

In the first movement “Ceremonial Music,” (Ex. 14) Louie starts the first phrase of the 

whole work with elements of fast 32nd notes, accents, mixed meter, and block chords with ff 

marking in mm. 1-3. Relating to the movement’s title, this rhythmic and impulsive opening 

phrase depicts a Chinese royal ceremony: one can imagine the drummers standing on both sides 

of the stage, combining rhythms and dramatic gestures to create a spectacular overture to the 

entire celebration. This impression is also achieved using fermatas and bar lines to indicate 

separate self-contained ideas. The phrase of mm. 4-5 resembles a short improvisatory 

performance by the soloist as the drummers passionately complete the first phrase. M. 6 serves 

as a transition, and, from mm. 7-9, Louie uses several elements of the first phrase, adding a 

thunder effect as the ending of the overture. This massive and explosive sound brings the 
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overture to a conclusion and sets the audience up to anticipate the subsequent music as the sound 

fades away. 

 

Example 14. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” mm. 1-9. 

 

 
 

While the first movement depicts a magnificent royal ceremony, the third movement 

shows us various images of temples and birds through music. In the middle section of “Birds at 

the Mountain Temple,” Louie introduces two special effects on the harp at m. 17 (Ex. 15): a 

tremolo using a metal tuning key and pitch bending (see Appendix I). She notates this section 

without bar lines, providing an opportunity for the performer to improvise briefly. Relating to the 

title, one can imagine that this special tremolo effect alternating with melodic notes depicts the 

sound of the wind in the valley and the different voices of the birds in the forest rising and 
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falling. When this sound disappears, Louie then uses pitch bending to imitate the sound of guqin, 

combined with a decrescendo to pp at the end of the second stanza, as if the sound comes from a 

distant temple and fades away. 

 

Example 15. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 17. 

 

 
 

While one is still immersed in the silence, the piece suddenly shifts into a fast and intense 

3/8 section, where the composer introduces another sound effect at m. 20 (Ex. 16): striking the 

strings with an open palm (see Appendix I) with the dynamic marking fff. The pitch range is 

illustrated in the score as the bass register of the harp. When the left-hand strikes the strings, the 

right-hand trill repeats the tritone E-B♭. I interpret this gesture as resembling a monk ringing a 

temple bell with all his might. 
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Example 16. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 20. 

 

 
 

Furthermore, in the second movement “On Impermanence,” Louie applies special effects 

to simulate the sound of nature and the sound of the guqin. The use of the harmonics with soft 

dynamics likely resembles the dewdrops. In each movement of the work, Louie uses her musical 

imagination to concretize the abstract music through a combination of different timbres and 

dynamics, evoking the scene described in the title. This is exactly in line with the connotation of 

“There is poetry in painting and painting in poetry.”73 

 

The Yin and Yang Philosophy 

While pursuing her studies in Asian culture, Louie was inspired by the yin and yang 

philosophy.74 The concept of yin and yang emerged as a school of philosophy in the 3rd century 

BC in China. The principal proponent of the theory was cosmologist Zou Yan (or Tsou Yen), 

who believed that life went through five phases (wuxing)-fire, water, metal, wood, and earth-

which continuously interchange according to the principle of yin and yang.75 Originally, yin and 

 
73 Su Tungpo (苏轼), 《书摩诘蓝田烟雨图》. 

74 Alexina Louie, second zoom interview by author, July 21, 2020. 

75 Mark Cartwright, “Yin and Yang,” World History Encyclopedia (May 16, 2018), 

https://www.worldhistory.org/Yin_and_Yang/ (accessed March 24, 2021). 

https://www.worldhistory.org/Yin_and_Yang/
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yang referred to the duality of sunlight and of darkness. This concept further evolved to include 

the dualities of cold versus warm climates, up and down, left and right, active versus tranquil 

movements, and so on. Other characters of yin and yang are shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Characters of yin and yang. 

 
Yin Yang 

weakness 

down 

death 

stillness 

soft 

low 

robustness 

up 

growth 

flow 

strong 

high 

 

The doctrine of yin and yang holds that the opposing constraints and mutual roots 

between yin and yang are not in a static and unchanging state but are rather undergoing constant 

movement and change. The flow of these elements-between unity, opposition, and 

mutualization-is key to keeping the universe in balance. The concept is symbolized with a circle 

in two halves with white representing yin and black representing yang (Fig. 6). A yin dot appears 

in the yang side and vice versa, revealing that there is no absolute yin or yang. The circular shape 

of the symbol refers to the continuous and infinite fluidity between yin and yang. 
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Figure 6. The yin and yang symbol. 

 

In music, the concept of yin and yang may be expressed in a variety of ways. In terms of 

Chinese traditional music, yang could be represented in strong dynamics, fast tempo, measured 

sections, and higher pitch ranges; while yin characters would be represented in soft dynamics, 

slow tempo, measureless sections, and lower pitch ranges (Table 2). In From the Eastern Gate, it 

is interesting to explore how this philosophy influences the overall structure of the work, and 

how Louie expresses unity, opposition, and mutualization of yin and yang through her music. 

 

Table 2. Yin and yang characteristics in terms of music. 

 
Yin  Yang  

soft dynamics 

slow tempi 

measureless sections 

lower pitch rang  

strong dynamics  

fast tempi 

measured sections 

higher pitch range  

 

1. The overall structure 

This solo work contains four big movements separated by three, short, musical interludes. 

As Louie recalled in one of our interviews, she wanted to have a virtuosic opening and 
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conclusion.76 Thus, the first and last movements are composed mostly in fast tempos and with 

strong dynamics, primarily representing the yang character. 

For the second movement, “On Impermanence,” the waka poem is mainly a description 

of the night and a reflection on the impermanence of life and the world. Louie chooses to 

compose with soft dynamics and without bar lines throughout the whole movement to reflect the 

mood of the poem. I believe that this movement primarily represents yin qualities. 

In “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” there is a clear interaction between the forces of yin 

and yang (Table 3). From a structural perspective, in the sections with clear tempo markings and 

bar lines, the score appears to have a clear structure, and according to the division of the measure 

lines, we can visualize the changes and development of the phrases. The clear development of 

music can be considered yang. In the section with senza misura (without measures), the direction 

of phrase development is relatively vague, which qualifies as yin. Dynamically, there are clear 

dichotomies between very loud (ff to fff) yang and very soft (pp to ppp) yin sections. 

 

Table 3. Yin and yang structure in “Birds at Mountain Temple.” 

 
Structure m. 1 

 

ca. 10’’ 

mm. 2-9  

 

♩= ca.84 

mm. 10-16 

 

♩= ca.72 

m. 17  

 

senza 

misura  

mm. 18-24  

 

♪=ca.208 

m. 25 

 

senza 

misura 

ca. 25’’ 

mm. 26-34 

 

♩= ca.80 

mm. 35-36 

 

senza 

misura 

 

mm. 37-43 

 

♩= ca.60 

Dynamics mm. 1-13                    

mf  

 mm. 14-17       

p, pp                 

mm. 18-35 (meno 

mosso…rit.)                  

ff, fff 

mm. 36 (delicato)-43 

ppp, p 

 

 

 

 
76 Louie, first zoom interview. 
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2. The unity of yin and yang 

In terms of dynamics, the simultaneous appearance of strong and soft dynamics reflects 

the unity of yin and yang. For example, in “The Mandarins,” the meno mosso section starts with 

yang (ff) in the bass D octave (left hand), which resonates throughout the whole measure, and yin 

(pp) in the right-hand material (Ex. 17). Although opposition is represented in the high and low 

registers of the harp, unity is found in terms of pitch. D is the melodic center of the right-hand 

material, while the low bass octave D reinforces the pitch center as a pedal tone. In terms of the 

musical phrasing, this also reflects the unity of the music. 

 

Example 17. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarins,” meno mosso, page 19. 

 

 
 

Regarding register, the simultaneous appearance of the lower and higher register reflects 

the unity of yin and yang. Taking the middle section of “The Mandarins” as an example, in the 

senza misura section, the lowest D on harp (yin) is played simultaneously with the notes in treble 

clef (yang) (Ex. 18). In terms of dynamics, Louie instructs the right-hand to decrescendo, which 

also unifies that material with the natural decay of sound in the bass. 
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Example 18. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarins,” senza misura, page 20. 

 

 
 

3. The opposition of yin and yang 

Extreme contrasts between strong and soft dynamics indicate the opposition of yin and 

yang. In “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” the pitch bending effect concludes with a fermata and 

a dynamic marking of pp, which can be considered yin. Following this silence, the musical 

character suddenly shifts to yang with the dynamic of subito ff. In addition, the sudden change of 

register from high to low also reinforces the opposition between yang and yin (Ex. 19). 

 

Example 19. From the Eastern Gate, “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” mm. 17-21. 
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4. The mutualization of yin and yang 

A gradual change between strong and soft dynamics indicates the mutualization of yin 

and yang. The two elements transform into each other between crescendo and decrescendo. As 

we can see in example 20 from “Ceremonial Music,” the senza misura section begins with ff, 

decrescendo to mp, suddenly builds to f and finishes pp. I interpret this as an alternation between 

yang and yin. The changing between dynamics also parallels the yin and yang symbol, 

particularly its circular shape. 

 

Example 20. From the Eastern Gate, “Ceremonial Music,” page 3. 
 

 
 

A gradual shift between the upper and lower registers on the harp also indicates the 

mutualization of yin and yang. Taking the ending section of “The Mandarins” (Ex. 21) as an 

example, from a macroscopic perspective, the first five bars of the section are mainly in the bass 

register (yin) of the harp, and then the material gradually rises to the upper register (yang). From 

a microscopic perspective, we can see that each bar tends to go from low to high or from high to 

low. Both points fully reflect the mutualization of yin and yang into each other. Combined with 

the dynamics and fast tempo, the last page greatly indicates the character of yang. 
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Example 21. From the Eastern Gate, “The Mandarin,” page 21. 
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Chapter IV 

From the Eastern Gate: Analysis 

This work represents a newer musical language and structure compared to much of the 

repertoire written in Western tonal music. An analysis of this work depends on an expanded 

palette of tools and perspectives including pitch centers and musical motives that appear in the 

music to better understand the connections between the movements (Table 5). Note: Because the 

composer did not specify measure numbers in the score and many sections are unmetered and 

without bar lines, the measure or section markings are provided by the author as a reference 

point in the analysis. 

 

Ceremonial Music 

Ceremonial Music can be viewed as a Fast-Slow-Fast form comprising three central 

motives (Table 4). Motives 1 and 2 (Ex. 22) are embedded throughout the whole movement, but 

motive 3 appears later. In terms of musical passages, sections are divided by the tempo shifts and 

contrasting musical ideas. In this movement, senza misura is considered as a whole measure 

except the last senza misura. For the last one, the author separates the section into three, long 

measures based on Louie’s markings on the score. 

 

Table 4. Tempo and Structural Map of “Ceremonial Music.” 

 
Tempo Sections  Fast: mm. 1- 36 Slow: mm. 37-40 Fast: mm. 41-52 

Musical Structure  Section A:  

mm. 1-17 

Section B:  

mm. 18-22 

Section C:  

mm. 23-36 

Section D: 

mm. 37-40 

 

Section E: 

mm. 41-52 
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Table 5. Structural Map of From the Eastern Gate. 
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Example 22. “Ceremonial Music,” motives 1 and 2. 

 

 
 

The opening of the work from mm. 1-3 is characterized by rapid 32nd notes, accents, ff 

dynamics, and rhythmic figures in mixed meters. From mm. 1-2, the top notes in the upper clef 

indicate the first motive G-C#-D, which contains the outline of a perfect fifth, an inner tritone, 

and an upper semitone. F# and A♭ serve as chromatic neighbor tones for the root of the motive 

(G). In m. 3, the composer introduces the second motive D-G#-A. Motive 2 can be viewed as a 

transposition of motive 1, because it contains the same intervallic profile. To reinforce the 

sonority of the second motive, Louie repeats it four times within a pitch cluster. At m. 4, Louie 

combines the two motives together to an accelerando arpeggio-like version then shifts into three 

repeated groups of twelve notes at m. 5. From mm. 7-9, Louie presents the motives but with an 

additional thunder effect as a finishing gesture. At mm. 10-17, the composer gives a new 

expression marking: urgently (as fast as possible). To portray this explosion of energy, Louie 

writes parallel arpeggios in the high register using a variety of rhythmic groupings, shifting 

meters, and the thunder effect. The jump from the highest to lowest register of the harp, going 

into the thunder effect, reflects the opposition of yin and yang. The arpeggios center around two 

intervals: the tritone D-G# and Major sixth A-F#. At m. 17, Louie brings the second motive D-

G#-A back to mark the ending of Section A. 
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From mm. 18-22 (Section B), Louie maintains parallel arpeggios in both hands and 

mixed meters, but to reinforce the fast tempo, she increases the number of notes within each 

quarter-note pulse to groups of nine until m. 21. Mm. 20-22 can be considered as the first climax 

of the movement. At m. 22 (senza misura), the top note of the repeating gesture forms a 

descending scale as A-G#-F#-E♭ (Ex. 23) with a dynamic from ff to mp and a tenuto marking 

which includes a partial whole-tone sonority. The phrase ends on a high-octave pp, semitone trill 

between E♭ and D. 

 

Example 23. “Ceremonial Music,” descending scale at m. 22. 

 

 
 

After the climax fades to pp, Louie shifts into a faster tempo at Section C in mm. 23-34, 

alternating between metric groupings of 2, 3, 4, and 5. The rhythm becomes dance-like and both 

hands now mainly play triplets in parallel sequences outlining the tritone. The tritones in mm. 

23-27 are D-G# and E♭-A and, in mm. 28-32, are C-F# and E♭-A (Ex. 24). At m. 36 (senza 

misura), the music shifts from measured to measureless, featuring two improvisational phrases. 

These two phrases are the same in terms of the direction of notes: down-up-down, but Louie 

presents these two phrases using different notations and dynamic markings. For the first phrase, 

she notates accelerando with ff at the beginning and decrescendo to mp at the end of the phrase. 

However, she uses another notation-play the notes as quickly as possible-for the second phrase 

with a decrescendo for the first downward direction and a crescendo for the upward movement 
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to make the music distinctive. It is worth mentioning that the motive D-G#-A reappears in the 

second phrase. The last three notes A-G#-A with rit and fermata indicate the end of the section. 

 

Example 24. “Ceremonial Music,” outlining tritones at mm. 23-32. 

 

 
 

From mm. 37-40 (Section D), Louie introduces the only lyrical and slow passage of the 

movement which includes both measured (mm. 37-39) and measureless (m. 40 senza misura) 

sections. At mm. 37-38, Louie applies the whole descending scale A-G#-F#-E♭ of m. 22 as the 

melody of the lyrical section with specific dynamic marking. After two rhythmic measures, 

Louie shifts the music to an improvised section (mm. 39-40). In this section, she marks tenuto on 

the first note of every improvised block. The use of tenuto indicates a horizontal relationship 

between the starting notes of each pitch cluster. The tenuto marking notes are formed by three 

different descending scales: F#-E♭-D-C, A-G#-F#, and at the end, F#-E♭-D doubled in both 

hands (Ex. 25). In between the second and the third scales, Louie inserts several downward 

arpeggios based on a D Major chord D-F#-A as a transitional passage. The reinforcement of the 

motive D-G#-A with the marking of rather slowly marks the conclusion of this section. 
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Example 25. “Ceremonial Music,” descending scales at m. 40 (senza misura). 

 

 
 

Section E can be considered a variation of Section A. From mm. 41-44, motive 1 (G-C#-

D) is heard in the right-hand material, expressed as harmonic figurations and as a horizontal 

melodic line indicated by tenuto markings. F# and A♭ again function as neighbor tones for the 

root of the motive. From mm. 45-50 and at m. 52, the third motive D-E-F# repeats three times in 

the upper voice (Ex. 26). In addition, at m. 52 (Ex. 27), Louie applies three vertical dotted lines 

to separate the fast gestures. In the first gesture, Louie varies the material from m. 1 by breaking 

up the intervals into a two-handed interlocking pattern. In the third gesture, the interlocking 

pattern is the combination of two Major chords: (1) D-F#-A which appeared previously in m. 40, 

and (2) F#-A#-C# (with A# respelled as B♭). The polytonal sonority of these two chords 

connects the ending of “Ceremonial Music” with the final chord of the work (F#-A#-C# with an 

added D) heard in the “The Mandarins.” Additionally, the last gesture of “Ceremonial Music” 

concludes with a diminished seventh from C#-B♭ (left hand) and a minor sixth from A to F# 

(right hand). The diminished seventh would traditionally resolve inward to a D triad, a resolution 

we hear abstractly through the first note of “Haiku I.” 
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Example 26. “Ceremonial Music,” motive 3 at mm. 45-50, and m. 52. 

 

 
 

Example 27. “Ceremonial Music,” m. 52. 

 

 

Haiku I 

The whole interlude is measureless and without tempo indication. The directions in the 

score are minimal, indicating p, pp, and tranquillo. This minimalistic character provides broader 

space for personal interpretation. The interlude contains four lines of music delineated by this 

author as lines A, B, C, and D, respectively (Ex. 28). 

To connect with “Ceremonial Music,” the descending scale A-G#-F#-E♭ of m. 22 in 

“Ceremonial Music” are hidden in the last notations of “playing as fast as possible” in line A and 

D (boxes in Ex. 28). Furthermore, Louie applies the motive D-G#-A in “Haiku I,” but she 

isolates and repeats the tritone D-G# as an unmeasured ostinato. There are two layers of the 

interlude: the first layer is the tritone D-G# (circled in Ex. 28). The tritone forms a fundamental 
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interval on which the entire interlude is based. From lines A to C, each gesture begins with this 

tritone and then expands to different ideas. In line D, the first two gestures start on G# and end 

on D, and “Haiku I” ends on D and G# with a fermata. The second layer includes all 

improvisatory material defined as rapid groups of notes (to be played “as quickly as possible”) 

followed by a longer value note with tenuto marking. In the second layer, A is a secondary pitch 

center. Particularly in line A, the pitch A serves as a pedal tone for the three gestures. In addition, 

A is also frequently presented in the longer note values. Thus, the pitch A can be associated with 

the tritone D-G# as the pitch center group as well as the bridge that connects the tritone to other 

voices. 

 

Example 28. “Haiku I,” line A-D, tritone, and descending scale. 
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On Impermanence 

There are two core elements embedded in the movement. The first is the complete whole- 

tone scale D♭-E♭-F-G-A-B. The second is the motive of A-E♭-F-A in harmonics followed by the 

tritones of A-E♭ and B-F in pitch bending (Ex. 29). From the author’s perspective, the music is in 

ternary form: A-B-A1 (Table 6), with the last section serving as a variation of section A. Passages 

1-3 in Section A are divided based on the different playing gestures and fragments of the motive 

or the whole-tone scale. Passages 4-5 of Section B are divided based on the descending scale C-

B♭-A-G-F (Ex. 30). Section A1 contains passages 6-8. (Ex. 31). 

 

Example 29. “On Impermanence,” the whole-tone scale and the motive. 

 

 
 

Table 6. Structural map of “On Impermanence.” 

 
Section A Section B  Section A1 

Passages 1-3 Passages 4-5 Passages 6-8 

 

Louie provides the initial guidance to play freely and an approximate duration of the 

movement at 2 minutes and 30 seconds. In contrast to the other movements and interludes, “On 

Impermanence” is the gentlest, with a dynamic range from pppp to mp. It also contains the 

greatest use of special effects including falling-hail effect, rapid whistling sound, pitch bending, 

xyloflux, Aeolian tremolo, and pedal glissandi. This fusion of different effects creates a sound 

world that is distinct from the other movements. 
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In Section A, Louie starts the whole-tone scale D♭-E♭-F-G-A-B to create a new sonority. 

The whole-tone scale is found in the rapid groups of notes and within the falling-hail effect. The 

harmonics A-E♭-F in the bass clef of passage 1 previews the partial motive. Passage 2 starts with 

the rapid whistling sound (see Appendix I), then the motive of the movement is formally 

introduced: A-E♭-F-A in harmonics followed by the tritones of A-E♭ and B-F in pitch bending. 

The motive is repeated twice in passage 2. The whole-tone scale reappears in the beginning of 

Passage 3. In Passage 3, the partial whole-tone scale is accentuated as F-E♭-D♭ with the tenuto 

markings, and augmented triad D♭-F-A is hidden in the two-handed interlocking pattern. The 

passage has a gestural similarity to the end of “Ceremonial Music.” 

Section B (Ex. 30) begins with a combination of two chords: a Major triad (D♭-F-A♭) and 

a minor triad (E♭-G♭-B♭). As the section unfolds, new musical ideas appear based on a 

descending scale. Passage 4 presents the descending scale as C-B♭-A-G-F. Then, passage 5 

expands the scale as C-B♭-A-G-F-E♭-D♭, and passage 5 adds D♭ octaves to reinforce the 

essential role of the whole-tone scale.  

 

Example 30. “On Impermanence,” Section B, passages 4-5. 
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Passage 6 of Section A1 (Ex. 31) starts with the same motive but is now accompanied by 

the tritone A-E♭ in harmonics, and the tritone B-F with a variation of the motive in ritardando. 

After the fermata, the composer reinforces the tritones with the accompaniment of a partial 

whole-tone scale, F-E♭-D♭-B-A. The following music (Passage 7) contains another two 

repetitions of the motive and whole-tone scale. Louie uses the same figures twice as the ending 

of the whole movement (Passage 8). The brisk, concluding gestures remind us of a line from the 

poem: “drops shaken from the crane's bill,” with the harmonics representing the rippling of 

dewdrops in the pond. 

 

Example 31. “On Impermanence,” Section A1, passages 6-8. 

 

 
 

Haiku II 

In this short interlude, trills provide a continuous, atmospheric texture. The opening 

three-note figures in both hands are to be repeated as quickly as possible, per Louie’s direction in 

the preface of the score. “Haiku II” centers around D but modulates by half-step to E♭ by the end 

of the movement. This interlude can be divided into two main gestures: Section A starts from 

beginning until the trill of the second line and Section B starts at the same trill to the end (Ex. 

32). 
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Example 32. “Haiku II,” Section A and B. 

 

 
 

Since the interlude is unmetered and without bar lines, the length of the trills depends 

upon the interpretation of the performers. According to the composer’s direction, however, the 

full movement should be performed in roughly forty seconds. In Section A, the ostinato figure in 

the right hand provides a mysterious atmosphere for the entrance of a melodic phrase played in 

harmonics by the left hand. This phrase originates with D and is repeated four times before 

leaping upward by a minor ninth to E♭. Via the subsequent tritone of E♭-A, we hear a vague 

reference to the central motive of the previous movement. Louie does not include stems for each 

note of the phrase in “Haiku II,” and thus, the length of each note can be freely interpreted. 

Moving to Section B, the three trill patterns could be considered a transition to the melodic 

phrase. The three repeated D pitches recall the melody of Section A, but this time Louie indicates 

greater emphasis on each note through tenuto markings. 

 

Birds at the Mountain Temple 

The author divides this movement into three sections based on the pitch center of each 

passage (Table 7). For the purpose of analysis, senza misura and time-based indications are 

marked as a whole measure. In section A, from mm. 1 (ca. 10’’) to 9, the pitch center is A. In 
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section B, from mm. 10-35 (senza misura), A and E function as opposing pitch centers. From a 

tonal perspective, E serves as the dominant of A. Although this movement is not distinctly tonal, 

Louie presents a pseudo-tonic to dominant relationship by juxtaposing extended passages that 

center alternately around A or E. For example, from mm. 10-24, we note an emphasis on pitch 

clusters originating from A, which is also the lowest tone heard in this passage. From mm. 25-35, 

E is the pitch center. In section C, from mm. 36-43, the pitch center remains on B♭. To better 

integrate the various compositional elements, the author has observed the composer’s preference 

for using a common pitch center or collection to provide continuity between sections. In other 

words, the concluding pitch of one passage will be the starting pitch of the next. For example, m. 

9 ends on the trill of F#-A and the section at m. 10 begins on A (Ex. 33). 

 

Table 7. Structural Map of “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” Section A to C. 

 
Section A mm. 1-9 Section B mm. 10-35 

(senza misura) 

Section C mm. 36 (delicato)-43 

Pitch center: A Pitch centers: A and E Pitch center: B♭ 

 

Example 33. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” mm.8-10. 

 

 

 

This movement begins with an extended measure lasting about ten seconds, per the 

composer’s direction in the score. M. 1 serves as the introduction of the movement. This opening 
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section begins with a descending whole-tone pitch collection: E#-D#-C#-B-A. The opening 

interval of A-D# is a respelling of the tritone (A-E♭) heard at the end of “Haiku II.” After two 

repetitions of descending whole-tone gestures, an ascending, almost fully whole-tone scale is 

heard from A to G# (A-B-C#-D#-E#-F#-G#). 

From mm. 2-9, the musical material shifts into defined rhythmic patterns, tempo 

indications, and a jumping triadic pattern centered on the interval F#-A at mm. 2-4. From mm. 5-

7, the music is centered around two intervals: C#-A to B♭-F# through parallel trills and 32nd 

notes in both hands. In “Haiku III,” Louie applies the same motivic ideas (Ex. 34). In mm. 8-9, 

the major intervals are the perfect fifth (A-E), and the concluding B♭-F#. 

 

Example 34. Intervals C#-A to B♭-F# in “Birds at the Mountain Temple” and “Haiku III.” 

 

 
 

In section B, from mm. 10-16, the quick gestures contain a short scale expanding 

upwards from A to E: A-B♭-C#-D#-E. In addition, the perfect fifth A-E provides the harmonic 

support at mm. 10-11. In the next part at m. 17 (senza misura), Louie introduces two special 

effects on the harp: (1) a tremolo using a metal tuning key, and (2) pitch bending to imitate the 

timbre of the guqin. Here, the harpist is provided a brief opportunity for structured improvisation 

with material lacking both meter and bar lines. For the tremolo with the metal tuning key, the 
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music centers on two half-step intervals: D#-E and A-B♭, alternating with the melody centered 

on F#-A, which recalls Section A. The interaction between two tritones E-B♭ and A-E♭ (Ex. 35) 

is the same in the two stanzas with the section concluding on F#. The final note of the second 

stanza played as trills of F# and G♭, is prolonged by a fermata with decrescendo to pp. It is also 

worth mentioning that A-E♭ is a partial motive of the second movement “On Impermanence.” 

 

Example 35. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 17, tritones with pitch bending. 

 

 

 

As the silence extends, the piece dramatically changes into a fast and intense 3/8 section 

(mm. 18-24), and the composer presents a special sound effect: striking the strings with an open 

palm (Ex. 16). The dynamic marking of the special effect is fff which is the strongest dynamic 

indicated in the third movement. When the left hand strikes the strings, the right-hand trill 

repeats the tritone E-B♭. The mixture of the two voices and the striking palm gesture reminds the 

author of a monk ringing a temple bell mightily. At mm. 18-24, A serves as the starting pitch for 

each of the rapid gestures. The following music (m. 25) continues the intensity but switches to 

senza misura. Louie places the melody in the left hand as octaves accompanied by the right hand 

playing rapid repeated figures. When the octave melody arrives on E, the music accelerates, and 

the E octave is repeated five times before transitioning to the next section through a downward 

glissando. Goodman depicts this section as a chaotic scene and this author considers these two 
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passages to be the climax of the movement.77 From my point of view, this passage creates a 

musical picture of the monk breaking the tranquility of the mountain as he rings the bell. The fast 

trills and repeated figures of the right hand remind depicts mountain creatures scurrying around, 

frightened by the loud sound of the clamoring bell. The last five accelerated E octaves perhaps 

depict birds resting on the branches of the trees being scared and fleeing one by one. After the 

downward glissando, the composer then starts a section with a clear tempo marking and bar 

lines. The fourth special sound effect is introduced at m. 29: Gushing Chords (see Appendix I) 

which she notates as accelerando (Ex. 36). 

 

Example 36. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 29. 

 

 
 

At mm. 28-34 of Section B, Louie introduces a new musical element: the pitch cluster. 

The harmonies are enriched by the addition of the pitch clusters and gushing chords. At m. 30, 

Louie simplifies the chord into an interval of a tenth, C#-E, filled with a descending scale. After 

two repetitions, Louie reverses the direction of the scale. This upward scale begins with poco a 

poco accelerando and ends with a glissando. The intensity of the music continues until senza 

misura at m. 35, where the bass melody appears and decelerates after the two-handed parallel 

 
77 Erica Goodman, third private lesson with author, October 05, 2020. 
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glissando from the top to the bottom, finally muffling all the vibration. This indicates the end of 

the fight scene and the arrival of the next section. 

At m. 36 of Section C, Louie explicitly marks delicato (bird-like), depicting bird-like 

qualities through the rapid, repeating figures and ppp dynamic. In m. 37, the consecutive fifths of 

G#-D# and D#-A# (spelled as B♭ in the score) repeats three times (Ex. 37). In the final section, 

Louie shifts back to a clear rhythmic structure, using only triplets. The inner voice of the pitch 

clusters in mm. 38-40 is a descending scale D#-C#-B♭-A-G-F (Ex. 38). The triplets are 

simplified from pitch clusters to intervals and finally to a repeated B♭. 

 

Example 37. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” m. 37. 
 

 
 

Example 38. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” descending scales in mm. 38-40. 

 

 
 

Haiku III 

This interlude is the only one in which Louie provides a tempo marking and bar lines. We 

also note the use of mixed meters, which is a hallmark of her compositional style. At the 

beginning of the interlude, Louie presents two tritones in harmonics: (1) E♭-A, which figured 
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prominently in “On Impermanence” and “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” and (2) G#-D, which 

recalls motive 1(D-G#-A) from “Ceremonial Music” and “Haiku I.” Louie not only references 

previous motives, but she also draws on the introductory function of harmonics in guqin playing. 

Louie develops this motive in mm. 2-3 by expanding on the tritone material. At m. 4, we hear a 

minor sixth spelled as B♭-F# in the score. Louie also presents it as F#-B♭, which sounds like a 

Major third. From m. 6 to the end, the duality of Major and minor thirds can be heard the 

oscillation between B♭ and A. We hear F#-B♭, which sounds like a Major third, but the B♭ is 

immediately followed by A natural. We also note a relationship between Haiku III and the 

preceding movement through the intervals of C#-A and B♭-F#. 

In this harp solo, the intervals based on F# can be observed in several movements (Table 

4). In “Ceremonial Music,” the Major sixth A-F# can be heard at the end. In “Birds at the 

Mountain Temple,” the interval changes to a minor third F#-A as a melody alternating with the 

metal tuning key effect in the middle section. In “Haiku III,” F#-A serves as a drone of mm. 6-11 

with oscillation. Louie shifts the minor third (F#-A) to a Major third (F#-A#) at the conclusion of 

this movement, connecting “Haiku III” with the concluding chord of the final movement. This 

shifting sound world of Major/minor sonorities links to the characters of yin and yang and the 

function of these interval in different movements links to the core concept of impermanence. 

 

The Mandarins 

“Ceremonial Music” and “The Mandarins” have a lot in common in terms of structure 

and expression: most of the sections are fast tempos in mixed meters, and the dynamics are 

mainly ff and f. Both movements open with strong and rhythmic phrases of a percussive nature. 

A gentle, lyrical central section provides space for reflection before the impulsive conclusion that 
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accelerates to the end. “The Mandarins” can be diagrammed in four sections (Table 8): Section A 

(mm. 1-15); Section B (mm. 16-32); Section C (mm. 33-43); and Section A1 (mm. 44-54). 

 

Table 8. Structural Map of “The Mandarins.” 

 
Structure Section A 

mm. 1-15 

Section B 

mm. 16-32 

 

Section C 

mm. 33-43 

 

Section A1 

mm. 44-54 

 

 

 motive:  

F#-E♭-D 

 

pedal tone: D4 

motive:  

F#-E♭-D 

 

pedal tone: D1 

pitch outline:  

D-G#A  

 

pitch center: D 

final chord: F#-C#-A# 

with D 

 

 

Section A can be further divided into three small sections: mm. 1-4; mm. 5-9; and mm. 

10-15. Mm. 1-4 serves as a short introduction beginning with pitch clusters played ff to command 

attention. At mm. 5-9, Louie uses the same pitch cluster of m. 1 but varies the combination in 

intervals and dotted rhythms. This change not only reinforces the pitch cluster but also refreshes 

the audience’s ear as if it is a new idea. Mm. 11-15 serves as the concluding phrase of Section A. 

In this phrase, the pitch center of the movement is introduced. Louie emphasizes D by indicating 

the note several times in low, middle, and high registers. 

Meanwhile, the motive F#-E♭-D of Section B appears here, in the form of bass octaves 

and dotted rhythms. The meters in Section A shift between 4/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 5/4, and the 

rhythmic pattern is relatively simple, with quarter notes and dotted rhythms dominating. The 

register of the harp gradually moves from middle to low, combining with ff and accent markings. 

Section A ends in the bass register, while the B section jumps back to the high-middle 

register of the harp, starting with the partial motive E♭-F# accompanied by the C-D on the left 

hand. D4 serves as a pedal tone for Section B. The note values are shortened to eighth notes with 
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mixed meters in 4/8, 3/8, 3/4, 2/4, and 4/4. After two repetitions of the phrase in mm. 16-26, the 

melody in mm. 27-30 can be considered a little variation based on the motive F#-E♭-D. The 

section ends with the motive at mm. 31-32, supported by two thunder effects. 

The reverberant, extroverted nature of Sections A and B are heard in great contrast with 

the slow and lyrical character of Section C (mm. 33-43). Here, D functions as a pitch center in 

two ways: as a pedal tone in the lowest register and also within the melodic phrases. At mm. 33-

42, Louie uses D in either the low, bass octaves or as the outline of gushing chords to elongate 

the pedal tone effect. Melodically, we hear a return of the D-G#-A motive that was first present 

in “Ceremonial Music.” Additionally, Louie separates the hands in two distinctive registers of 

the harp: D1 against G#5-A5. At m. 43, the material becomes measureless and unmetered, and 

Louie maintains the motive of D1 against G#5-A5 at the beginning of senza misura. The pitch 

bending effects represent F#-A♭ from “Ceremonial Music,” with a respelling of F# as G♭. At the 

end of the senza misura, the music rests on D but shortly we hear a downward shift by semitone 

from D to C#. The final section, from mm. 44-54, can be viewed as an embellished variation of 

the original Section A. The whole work ends on the Major triad F#-A#-C# with D as an added 

minor sixth. 
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Chapter V 

Performance Guide for Harpists 

This performance guide is a result of extensive study of Goodman’s official recording, 

private lessons with both Goodman and Dr. Gott, as well as the author’s interpretation. The 

purpose of the performance guide is not to mandate Goodman’s approach for future performers, 

but rather to illustrate her experience in playing this solo work. The author hopes that providing 

guidance from multiple perspectives will inspire future performers in their musical choices. 

“Ceremonial Music,” “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” and “The Mandarins” all require 

technical facility and rhythmic integrity through multiple shifts of tempo, rhythmic clarity 

through the alternation of senza misura and measured sections, and extreme dynamic contrast 

from pp-ffff. “On Impermanence” requires a clear dynamic range from pppp-mp as well as the 

integration of special sound effects, musical passages, and inspiration from the poem. The three 

interludes challenge the harpist’s creative use of improvisatory material and introspective 

expression, both of which may be informed by some exposure to traditional guqin performance. 

 

Ceremonial Music 

Louie provides specific dynamic markings for almost every phrase, and she uses many 

32nd notes that should be played as quickly as possible. Louie opens the whole work with ff, 

accents, and fermata, creating a percussive gesture from mm. 1-3. This relatively sudden, 

unpredictable phrase captures the audience’s attention both aurally and visually. As Erica 

Goodman mentioned in a lesson: “Play as fast as you can, as loud as you can.”78 The harpist’s 

 
78 Erica Goodman, first private lesson with author, September 10, 2020. 
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performance should serve to emphasize dramatic gestures, which the author characterizes as 

yang. At m. 5, Louie uses a wide dynamic range from ff down to p for three repeated groups of 

twelve notes. Goodman suggested that the dynamics should be distinctively different and 

changing.79 

From mm. 18-22, this section remains intense and fast, requiring independence and 

dexterity of the fingers to play with evenness and steadiness. Maintaining this state consistently 

can be a strain on the player’s energy. Therefore, the player can take advantage of the 

decrescendo in m. 19 and the tempo change at m. 20 to un poco meno mosso. It is recommended 

that the harpist be mindful of physical relaxation throughout this passage. 

M. 50 senza misura contains three indications by Louie: play the notes as quickly as 

possible, un poco meno mosso, and accelerando to as fast as possible. Goodman draws an 

analogy between this passage and the experience of riding on a roller coaster.80 The passage 

begins with a fast rush upwards, gradually slowing down as it approaches the top, and then 

accelerating on the descent. At the last note of m. 50, Louie marks three pedal changes on one 

note (C#) with a fermata. It is challenging to change these pedals without creating extraneous 

noise within the harp; therefore, Goodman recommends changing them quickly within the first 

glissando of m. 51.81 

 

 

 

 
79 Goodman, first private lesson. 

80 Ibid. 

81 Ibid. 
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Haiku I 

The interlude is measureless and with no tempo marking, but Louie suggests the 

performance duration be about fifty seconds. Harpists may feel free to experiment with the best 

finger placements for the rapid figures marked play as quickly as possible. From the standpoint 

of musicality, Goodman recommends that the harpist try to vary the timing of phrases.82 The 

author finds that visualizing this music as a scene or a painting could help diversify the 

expression of the phrases. From the author’s perspective, “Haiku I” represents a painting in 

which colorful dots are randomly dropped onto a pure white canvas. The pure canvas is a stable 

foundation, expressed through the tritone drone, and the random shapes resemble the expanding 

gestures. 

 

On Impermanence 

The difficulty of this movement is to marry the music and the internal meaning of the 

poem. The meaning of impermanence in Buddhism is that nothing lasts forever, and nothing will 

keep the same shape, even human thoughts and emotions. From the author’s perspective, the 

“world” could relate to the whole movement. Special effects including the falling-hail effect, 

rapid whistling sound, xyloflux, Aeolian tremolo, and pitch bending resemble the subjects in the 

world. The motive can be viewed as the moonlight in the poem. The harmonics may indicate the 

dewdrops, and the gestures with notation play as fast as possible resemble the fleeting quality of 

the crane. The whole-tone scale D♭-E♭-F-G-A-B and its fragments indicate impermanence, that 

nothing will keep the same shape forever. The ternary structure of the movement also aligns with 

the three-line haiku given on the score. Several performance suggestions for the special effects-

 
82 Goodman, first private lesson. 
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including rapid whistling sound, Aeolian tremolo, and pedal glissandi-are offered below. 

Notations of these effects can be seen in Appendix I. 

 

a. Rapid whistling sound 

This effect is played by sliding as rapidly as possible on all the wire strings with the flat 

of the hand, allowing no vibration.83 Depending on resonance of different harps, it may not be 

possible to project the whistling sound very clearly. Therefore, when sliding across the strings, 

Goodman suggests applying the thumb nail of the left hand to one of the strings to create a 

stronger effect.84 

 

b. Aeolian tremolo 

Aeolian tremolo is when the player rubs the strings very rapidly, back and forth with the 

flat of the fingers pointed upward.85 Louie does not indicate with which hand to perform the 

effect. As shown on the score, Aeolian tremolo is preceded by two xyloflux in opposite 

directions. According to the reading conventions, the performer would usually play the first 

xyloflux with the right hand and the second one with the left hand, and then play the tremolo 

with the right hand. The indicated string range is in the middle register of the harp, however, 

where the right wrist may become stuck on the edge of the sounding board, thus diminishing this 

effect. Therefore, Dr. Gott suggests switching the playing order to Left-Right-Left so the left 

 
83 Carlos Salzedo, Modern Study of the Harp (Milwaukee: G. Schirmer, Inc.1948),15. 

84 Erica Goodman, second private lesson with author, September 21, 2020. 

85 Salzedo, Modern Study of the Harp, 13. 
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hand could play the Aeolian tremolo (Ex. 39). The natural placement of the left hand fits the 

given range, and the sound effect can be more clearly expressed.86 

 

Example 39. “On Impermanence,” performance suggestions of Aeolian tremolo. 

 

 
 

c. Pedal-glissandi 

The first note is played, and it is modulated by the action of the pedal without the 

intervention of the fingers.87 In this gesture (Ex. 40), Louie marks the first note G♭ with a tenuto 

to increasing resonance for the pedal glissando. Considering the p dynamic, this sound effect 

may not be very audible in a soft context. Based on this indication, Goodman suggests accenting 

the G♭ to help project more sound during the modulation. 

 

Example 40. “On Impermanence,” pedal glissandi. 

 

 

 
86 Michelle Gott, private lesson with author, April 21, 2020. 

87 Alexina Louie, From the Eastern Gate (Canadian Music Centre, July 1987), notation. 
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In addition, in Section B of “On Impermanence,” the fast figure (play as quickly as 

possible) does not indicate a fingering. Generally, the player will determine the grouping based 

on the direction of the stems. In the score, the direction of the stems indicate that the left and 

right hands are interlocked to play octaves. Goodman’s fingerings (Ex. 41) allow a more natural 

flow in the music and seamlessness between hands.88  

 

Example 41. On Impermanence,” page 9, Goodman’s fingerings. 

 
 

 
88 Goodman, second private lesson. 
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Haiku II 

The technical challenge in this movement is to create a natural transition between the 

trills and the melodic pitches in the second line of this interlude. As indicated on the score, the 

right hand plays the top figures, and the left hand plays the bottom. For some players, it is 

possible that playing fast, ascending figures with the left hand in the higher register of the harp 

may cause an uneven sound. Therefore, the author suggests switching hands at the last fast figure 

of the second line. (Ex. 42, box). In other words, play the lower clef with the right hand and the 

upper clef with the left at the last fast figure until the end, making sure to maintain a seamless 

quality throughout the passage. Another way to ease the demands of this passage is to use 

enharmonic substitutes, as suggested by Dr. Gott.89 As shown in circles in example 42, replacing 

B with C♭ will shorten the distance between the fingers; and using F# on the third line could 

borrow a little more time for the thumb of the left hand to relax. In addition, Goodman suggests 

continuing the physical gesture of the trill, without touching the strings, to elongate the illusion 

of playing “al niente (to nothing).”90 

The author imagines a mist-shrouded forest to better understand the character and 

musicality of “Haiku II.” The first occurrence of the melody resembles the dappled shadow of 

sunlight refracting through the mist, which appears for a short time before being covered by the 

mist again. The use of harmonics recalls the dewdrops of “On Impermanence.” Melodically, the 

three repeated Ds appear a second time. Louie raises the pitch D one octave higher and includes 

tenuto markings. It depicts the sunlight breaking through the layers of mist and illuminating the 

forest, while the mist gradually vanishes in the sky. 

 
89 Gott, private lesson. 

90 Goodman, second private lesson. 
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Example 42. “Haiku II,” performance suggestions from Dr. Gott and the author. 

 

 
 

Birds at the Mountain Temple 

The performance suggestions for this movement will focus on two special sound effects: 

tremolo with a metal tuning key and pitch bending. 

 

a. Tremolo with the Metal Tuning Key  

In the preface to the score, Louie indicates that the performer should use a metal tuning 

key to perform a tremolo (or rattle) between a set of designated pitches.91 For the first tremolo, 

Louie gives a special marking on the score: as a rather long glissando effect. As the score shows, 

the metal tuning key section should be executed with the right hand. However, the composer 

does not clarify the pitch and direction of movement. From listening to Goodman’s recording 

and in speaking with her, the upward curve in the score refers to the change in pitch from low to 

high. To execute this effect, the metal key should be placed from the upper part of the string 

(closer to the discs) and then moved towards the sound board. To produce the glissando effect, 

the metal tuning key should move rapidly between the strings.92 

 

 
91 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, notation. 

92 Erica Goodman, third private lesson with author, October 05, 2020. 
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b. Pitch Bending 

Louie indicates that the pitch bending effect should gradually change from slow, wide 

vibrato to fast, narrow vibrato.93 While this is the exact notation used in “On Impermanence,” 

Louie marks a different type of pitch bending in “Birds at the Mountain Temple” and “The 

Mandarins,” with the wavelength of the bending appearing shorter. According to Goodman, the 

shorter notation means to press one time for each bend.94 Depending on performer preference, 

some harpists use all nylon strings, some use all gut strings, while others use nylon strings for 

only the upper register. Nylon is an easier material to bend than gut, which is why a clearer pitch 

bending effect can be produced. It is highly recommended to use nylon strings for the first two-

octaves on the harp for this work, but the following suggestions may work effectively on both 

types of strings. 

 

1). Use enharmonic substitutions available on the modern pedal harp (Ex. 43). 

Enharmonic substitutions serve two functions in this section. First, they are used to 

respell sharp pitches as flat pitches, for example, G♭ is enharmonic of F#. Due to the 

mechanics of the harp, the length of the string in the flat position is the longest. 

Therefore, playing in the flat position will produce a more resonant sound than all sharps. 

In this section, harmonics are part of the melody, and it is helpful to use notes in the flat 

position to achieve a more resonant quality. Secondly, enharmonics can be used to 

decrease the logistical complexity of required pedal changes, thus reducing noise. In the 

score, the composer has marked pedal changes for almost all pitch bends. If we play this 

 
93 Louie, From the Eastern Gate, notation. 

94 Goodman, third private lesson. 
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section as written, it is possible that pedal noises may disrupt the flow of the phrase. 

However, a simple respelling of E as F♭ will greatly reduce pedal noise and allow the 

harpist to produce a clear pitch bending sound. 

 

Example 43. “Birds at the Mountain Temple,” harmonic performance suggestions from the 

author. 

 

 
 

2). The use of a rubber tuning key 

The first phrase is played on the third octave of the harp. Because the strings are thicker 

in this register, it can be more physically difficult to bend them between the tuning pegs 

and the discs. If the harpist has difficulty achieving the desired effect in that register, it is 

suggested to press the higher notes of the intervals with a rubber tuning key (between the 

tuning pegs and the discs).95 This implement can press more deeply into the strings, thus 

providing relief for the hands and greater clarity of sound. Logistically, it is typically not 

 
95 Gott, private lesson. 
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effective to press both strings in each gesture, so it is recommended to apply the rubber 

tuning key to the top note of each interval. 

3.) As shared in a private lesson, Goodman also strongly recommends using nylon strings 

in the upper register for this work. If a player chooses not to use nylon strings, Goodman 

suggests playing the first stanza in a higher octave according to the performer’s own 

interpretation and musicality.96 For example, the dynamics can be more contrasting 

between the phrases: the first phrase could be played forte and the second, piano. 

 

c. The Stage Setting  

In m. 17, the right hand is required to pick up the metal tuning key for the tremolo effect. 

The performer may find it helpful to prepare a small table or a chair on the right side next to the 

bench. Before or after using the tuning key, the player can quickly pick up or drop the key on the 

right side and keep playing. In addition, if the performer chooses to use a rubber tuning key to 

execute the pitch bending effect, they can also prepare a stand with double layers or with a 

percussion tray underneath on the left side (Fig. 7). 

 

 
96 Goodman, third private lesson. 
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Figure 7. The Stage Setting Sketch (Illustration by Zhenye Li). 

 

Haiku III 

Although this interlude is quite short, it contains several Asian influences. The opening 

two harmonics with the fermata serves as an introduction, which relates to guqin performance. 

Louie expands and varies a simple idea each time after its first statement, reflecting the core 

concept of impermanence. The alternation of Major/minor intervals reflects the characters of yin 

and yang. 

The challenge for this interlude is to create a horizontal, legato phrase through the 

disjunct motion of the intervals. Therefore, the author suggests replacing the strings as late as 

possible to achieve the ethereal and profound sound. Physical gestures should be minimal to help 

achieve a sense of stillness throughout the interlude. 

 

The Mandarins 

Goodman recommends duplicating notes or octaves, if needed, to achieve a greater 

resonance in the bass register. These duplications were included in her recording without Louie’s 
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objection. Goodman suggests adding a D above the written note at m. 13 on beat 3; m. 38 on beat 

3 and 4; mm. 39-42; and m. 43 the first line. At m. 21, Goodman suggests doubling the octaves 

in an upper direction with the right hand (Ex. 44). Additional doublings of the written octaves by 

the right hand occur on the third and fourth beats of mm. 49-51. (Goodman shared this 

suggestion during a private lesson, but she did not play these in the recording.) 

From mm. 28-29, given the rapid nature of this section, the author suggests using a 

vertical motion with the pedals rather than locking them into the notches. There is a misprint on 

the score at m. 43 senza misura. On the third line of senza misura, the second G♭ should be 

played without pitch bending (Ex. 45).97 At m. 54, Louie composed the two note glissandi for 

both hands. If the harpist plays it as written, the majestic sound of the glissando will possibly be 

cut by the overlapping strings; therefore, the author suggests playing one finger of the right hand 

and two fingers of the left hand. For the final chord, to maintain the drama, Goodman suggests 

holding the physical gesture until the vibration decays fully.98 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
97Erica Goodman, fourth private lesson with author, October 15, 2020. 

98 Ibid. 
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Example 44. “The Mandarin,” suggestions for duplication of notes or octaves. 

 

 
 

Example 45. “The Mandarin,” page 20, misprint in the third line of senza misura. 
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Conclusion 

Erica Goodman did not direct Louie’s writing process or teach her how to use special 

techniques. Rather, she guided Louie to seek notational resources by Salzedo and she helped 

optimize many musical passages. The main musical content of the work comes from the 

composer’s extensive musical imagination as well as her Asian cultural influences. These 

elements are seamlessly integrated into each movement, creating a well-balanced fusion of 

Eastern and Western traditions. 

When I first began learning this work, my perspective on Louie’s integration of Eastern 

and Western elements was limited by my understanding of traditional Chinese culture. Although 

I am from China, I had no previous insight into guqin, haiku and waka, or Buddhism. My quest 

to better understand these influences led me to enlightening discussions with scholars on guqin 

repertoire and performance, Japanese Zen poetry and philosophy, as well as the cultural 

significance of guqin within Buddhism. It was only after learning more about these various 

cultural aspects that I was able to explore the combination of Eastern and Western traditions 

more deeply in the harp solo.  

The main title of the work and the titles of each movement reflect the influence of the 

title poem found in Chinese literati painting (wenrenhua). Musical pictures are described in each 

movement, which aligns well with the core concept of Chinese literati painting (wenrenhua). 

Guqin notation, characteristics of its repertoire, performance techniques, and the Buddhist 

concept of impermanence in all things are reflected in the senza misura sections and through 

Louie’s integration of connecting motives throughout the work. The balance of yin and yang is 
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reflected not only in the structure, rhythm, and dynamics, but can also be observed in the 

compositional process of the composer and the harpist. 

Louie is not attempting to imitate stereotypes of traditional Chinese music but rather to 

contribute something unique through her personal fusion of many influences. What she brings to 

the audience is more meditative or reflective on life, nature, and philosophy beyond the music. In 

the author’s view, these elements form a critical part of Alexina Louie’s compositional voice. A 

deeper exploration of her influences may offer the performer and the audience a more profound 

perspective on her music. For harpists unfamiliar with Louie’s musical language, the author 

hopes to have shed light on the sound world and interpretive context of this unique work. 
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Appendix I: From the Eastern Gate: Guide to Notation 
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